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It Is In the nature of chaotIc atmospheric processes that weather forecasts will never be perfectly accurate. this natural fact poses challenges not only for private life, public safety, and traffic but also for electrical power systems with high shares of weather-dependent wind and solar power production.
to facilitate a secure and economic grid and market integration of renewable energy sources (res), grid operators and electricity traders must know how much power res within their systems will produce over the next hours and days. this is why res forecast models have grown over the past decade to become indispensable tools for many stakeholders in the energy economy. Driven by increased grid stability requirements and market forces, forecast systems have become tailored to the end user's application and already perform reliably over long periods. apart from a residually moderate forecast error, there are single extremeerror events that greatly affect grid operators.
nevertheless, there are also forecast systems that provide additional information about the expected forecast uncertainty and estimations of both moderate and extreme errors in addition to the "best" single forecast. such uncertainty forecasts warn the grid operator to prepare to take special actions to ensure grid stability.
The State of the Art in Forecast Generation
today, some forecast systems have been developed specifically to predict the power production of single wind and solar units, differently sized portfolios, local transformer stations and subgrids, distribution and transmission grids, and entire countries. nearly all forecast systems have one thing in common: they rely on numerical weather predictions (nWPs) to calculate the expected res power production. the way to transform weather predictions into power forecasts depends crucially on the end user's application and the available plant configuration and measurement data. If historical measurements are available, forecast model developers often use statistical and machine-learning techniques to automatically find a relation between historical weather forecasts and simultaneously observed power measurements. If no historical measurement data are available, e.g., for new installations of res units, the transformation of weather to power is often accomplished by physically based models that consider the unit's parameters to map the internal physical processes.
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In the literature, hundreds of ways to improve forecast quality are described. one concept is based on the use of different nWPs as well as different weather-to-power transformation models, along with the subsequent combination of the resulting power forecasts. at time horizons of up to approximately 5 h, the assimilation of power measurements into the power forecast models leads to further significant reductions in forecast errors. these strategies are well established within the model chains of forecast developers. most extreme forecast errors result from erroneous interpretation and propagation of atmospheric processes within the nWP models. to address such challenges, research projects focus on improving nWP quality specific to the res forecasts. Within the publicly funded German project eWeLine (http://www.projekt-eweline.de/en/index.html) and the u.s. Department of energy-sponsored Wind fore cast Improvement Project (WfIP)/solar forecast Improvement Project (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gsd/renewable/ wind.html), researchers have already successfully shown the benefit of such focused research. successful results include improved predictions of nightly low-level jets and low-stratus cloud situations, leading to better res power forecasts.
however, most of these improvements have emphasized deterministic power forecasts tuned for the best average performance in terms of an expectation value. today, such forecasts have undergone many improvements to achieve high predictive quality, but it is important that forecasts additionally quantify their uncertainty or warn of alternative weather conditions.
Interfacing Forecast Systems
operators today are increasingly faced with managing rapidly changing energy delivery conditions due to weather-dependent res having different uncertainty characteristics that depend on the weather, time of day, and season of the year. When system operators are asked what they optimally want from a forecasting system, the answer invariably is advanced warning of pertinent events and operating guidance so that network configuration and controllable generation resources can be efficiently managed and dispatched.
recent events, as shown in figure 1, illustrate the types of short-duration, difficult-to-predict weather conditions that challenge even the most sophisticated forecasting tools. these events represent the extreme conditions (or "tails") where forecasting is very difficult. But understanding limitations and coupling new visual capabilities that complement existing forecasts can provide enhanced situational awareness and a bird's eye view of changing local and regional solar and wind conditions to support new operating response.
Working with state-of-the-art forecasts, energy management system (ems) providers are coupling solar and wind integrated forecast tools (sWIft) and using a network of resource sensors to manage island systems. hawaii operators, for example, are routinely operating with 40% or greater penetration of wind and solar resources on the grid. efforts are under way to integrate system-, regional-, and circuit-level probabilistic forecasts from sWIft into ems and distribution management algorithms. Load estimation and state estimation algorithms require more intelligence and data from distributed energy resources along with load and renewable forecasts to support dynamic dispatch needs, especially at high penetrations. targeted and tailored forecasts that hone in on event-driven conditions and ems playback tools will help operators develop new strategies for handling uncertainty in forecasts, planning reserves, and addressing contingencies that account for variability under related uncertainty conditions. utilities and their suppliers are actively working together to refine and integrate these forecast capabilities and establish a more proactive and complete picture of predictable events, potential impacts, and mitigating actions-all to better manage the grid.
to relate weather and res forecasts, a geographic graphical user interface has been developed within both the eWeline and WfIP initiatives that enables the synchronized display of spatial and temporal weather and power forecasts (figure 2). Wind and solar power forecasts for an entire system, an area, or individual transformer substations can be visualized on a map, together with selected meteorological parameters such as wind speed, solar irradiance, resource variability, and temperature. for some meteorological parameters, there are also probabilistic forecasts-such as the probability of exceeding wind speed and cloudiness thresholds as well as low-stratus-cloud risk levels-that provide a first warning of weather situations that could impact grid stability.
How Forecast Quality Impacts Real-Time Operations the prevailing practice in integrating res is to procure a certain amount of reserve to compensate for the uncertainties of net load, which is directly linked to res forecast errors. such reserves are mainly affected by demand, wind, and solar forecasting errors and unplanned outages of thermal groups. In this sense, the quality of res forecasting has a great influence on both reliability and operation efficiency. to procure excessive reserve would lead to an inefficient operation, while an inadequate amount of reserve could result in a potential reliability issue. however, as res forecast errors are time varying, some judgment should be applied to determine an appropriate tradeoff between economics and risk management. at the electrical reliability council of texas (ercot), for example, the volume of the reserve is sized based on the net-load forecast errors with a confidence level assigned as a function of the net-load ramp magnitude. figure 3 depicts a 3-h ahead load-forecast error versus a 3-h ahead wind-forecast error in 2016 at ercot. a large amount of wind generation greatly exaggerates the forecast error of net load at ercot.
Information about future forecast uncertainty already plays a crucial role in safeguarding the security of supply.
for example, within the spanish peninsular system, a task of the transmission system operator (tso) red eléctrica de españa (ree) is to assure that there is enough liquidity in the upward tertiary reserve market, because there is no specific capacity contracted from reserve providers and liquidity is assured by obligatory bidding. therefore, it is of the utmost importance to guarantee that the system is operated with enough running reserves.
ree's uncertainty-based approach uses different probability distributions depending on the res production level. this probabilistic approach takes into account the historically observed errors of demand, wind, and solar forecasts but not the uncertainty associated with the real meteorological situation predicted for the upcoming hours. even with some further improvement in the forecast quality, large deviations are still occasionally experienced (often referred to as outliers). these outliers are located on the flat, long tail of the probability distribution function of the forecast errors and clearly present a threat to the reliability and security of a power grid. the presence of these outliers also places more burden on the operators, as manual actions may be required. sometimes, these outliers are driven by inclement weather conditions, for instance, icing. figure 1 . An example of a system ramping event due to weather impact on distributed resources from Hawaii's SWIFT forecast. (a) Solar bright spots cause (b) a rooftop photovoltaic (PV) ramp-up, resulting in a sudden system ramp-down event and overfrequency condition in the middle of the day (<15-min event).
one efficient way to mitigate these outliers is to provide an early situational awareness for the incoming events (e.g., large wind ramp-down events and volatile weather). In this way, operators can anticipate, detect, and react to such events. figure 4 shows an example of how such situations may be dealt with by uncertainty-based reserve predictions.
for that purpose, ercot implemented a reliability risk desk in January 2017. one of its main tasks is to assess the risk of extreme errors and the associated impact on grid performance. If such large forecast errors could be detrimental to the grid, operators can purchase more reserves, bring more generation units online, or cancel a scheduled outage to mitigate the adverse effect.
Better Knowledge by Considering the Grid Topology and Ensemble Forecasts
In energy systems with a high share of wind and solar power, it is crucial that res production can be curtailed or redispatched by different stakeholders of the energy system. In systems with established energy markets, as in many european countries, curtailments can be initiated either 1) by traders (selling res energy to the market) to maximize their income, or 2) by distribution system operators (Dsos) or tsos to ensure grid stability and security of supply.
In some power systems, only a few very large wind farms and solar plants are directly connected to the transmission grid and, hence, visible to the tso. many res units are located in Dso grids connected to medium voltage levels. Large amounts of roof-top solar plant located in the low-voltage-level grid behind the meter can cause issues for tsos as well as Dsos. In other power systems, either a larger proportion of res is connected to the transmission grid, or the tso has some degree of observability regarding the production of Dso-connected units, enabling it to generate and validate res forecasts. a power forecast of the aggregated production of each Dso area feeding into the tso grid is a good way to start and has been established in several european countries. In Min-p10 p10-p20 p20-p30 p30-p40 p40-p50 p50-p60 p60-p70 p70-p80 p80-p90 p90-Max figure 4. An example of a dynamic reserve prediction with percentile bands p10-p90 (gray shading). The black lines at ±300 MW indicate a static reserve and show the spill that such static reserve allocation contains. The black dotted line is the allocated reserve and illustrates the issue of outliers that, if required to be captured, lead to overallocation of reserves. Nevertheless, the p10/p90 band indicates the risk of outliers.
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6,000 4,000 2,000 -2,000 -4,000 -6,000 -6,000 -4,000-2,000 2,000 4,000 6,000 others, a more advanced approach is applied to consider the grid topology, i.e., taking into account the structure of the grid. using this topology information can inform which res units have an impact on critical parts of the grid, e.g., by dynamic load-flow calculations. although this topology information about the Dso as well as the tso grid is often not available to forecasters, many grid operators have started to enhance their power-flow calculation tools to be able to accommodate forecast information. res forecasts for individual sites or groups of plants with a common grid connection point can already be used as input to power-flow calculations on the Dso level and, in a second step, on the tso level.
If deterministic forecasts are used [ figure 5(a) ], the result is a scenario that provides information on areas where grid congestion is to be expected, e.g., overloads of lines or transformer stations. Depending on the computing resources, this can be repeated to cover all time scales, from two days ahead down to minutes ahead. the next step is then estimating the forecast uncertainty in advance to become informed about the range of possible grid congestion areas. for this purpose, ensemble forecasts are required as input [figure 5(b)] because they provide a range of different realistic scenarios consistent with the approaching weather situations. although this is computationally ex pensive, it is deemed necessary to include the correct spatiotemporal Nearly all forecast systems have one thing in common: they rely on numerical weather predictions to calculate the expected RES power production.
correlations, i.e., each ensemble member ensures a consistent behavior for each plant in the grid area and for each point in time over the prediction horizon.
Terminology and Methodology Regarding Forecast Uncertainty
Where does uncertainty in the forecast of res generation originate? to answer this question, we must separate weather forecast uncertainty and the energy-or power-generation forecast uncertainty of res. Weather forecast uncertainty stems in large part from 1) observational limitations and 2) scientific limitations. the first category results from insufficient data, inconsistencies among instruments, or simply incorrect measurements. these types of limitations lead to uncertainty in the initial or boundary conditions, which are propagated into the future. the second category is a mixture of limitations caused by an incomplete understanding of complex physical, chemical, and dynamic processes and the need for approximations to model these complex atmospheric processes. In practice, it is a combination of both limitations that causes overall weather forecast uncertainty.
res forecast uncertainty adds another dimension to the problem: uncertainty in measurements and calibration of the power-generating units that are unrelated to weather. even though a physical description of the power output from wind turbines (or solar panels) exists, there are differences in the hardware that cause uncertainty of the power output. the conversion to wind/solar power is not well defined and is governed by nonlinear equations. Before discussing in more detail how forecast uncertainty can be produced, we need to establish a standard terminology.
It is important to make a distinction between the concepts of forecast interval and confidence interval as well as forecast error and forecast uncertainty. the confidence interval provides an interval of values and a respective confidence level that is likely to contain the population parameter of interest. conversely, the forecast interval provides an interval of values and respective probability that is likely to contain the real value of the forecast parameter. forecast error is the actual deviation between the forecast and measured value at one point in time, while forecast uncertainty refers to a range of possible values in the future; forecast error can also refer to an error measure, e.g., mean absolute error. the uncertainty forecast should be conditional based on a set of explanatory variables (flow dependent), such as forecast wind speed, expected value of generation levels, weather ensembles dispersion, and so forth. the simple construction of empirical distributions from historical forecast error is not a true forecast uncertainty.
forecast uncertainty can be estimated with three standard processes (figure 6): 1) statistical algorithms 2) physically based ensemble forecasts 3) statistically based ensemble forecasts. In the first process, a statistical learning algorithm (e.g., machine learning) with an adequate loss function is fit to historical-point nWP and power data and generates uncertainty forecasts from an operational nWP. other methods such as the analog ensemble algorithm search through historical forecasts for those past forecasts most analogous to the current forecast. those observations form the probability distribution of the forecast uncertainty. the integration of information from geographically distributed time series or from a grid of nWP is known to improve the uncertainty forecast accuracy and is the focus of recent research. the disadvantage is that this process does not produce a spatiotemporal representation of forecast uncertainty, nor is there a physical dependency on the results, because it is based on past climatology. the second process can be considered as postprocessing of a set of nWP ensemble members, i.e., a set of nWP forecasts produced by perturbing the initial or boundary conditions or the result of different parameterization schemes of one nWP model (the so-called multischeme approach) is converted in a subsequent phase into power with a curvefitting method. the nWP ensemble is configured to represent the physical uncertainty of the weather ahead of time rather than uncertainty as a function of past experience. In practice, this means that the nWP ensembles, especially the multischeme approach, are event driven, produce outliers, and also catch extremes, even with return periods of 50 years. this is clearly distinct from statistical methods because even long time series of historic data contain too few extreme events to impact the learning algorithms.
statistically based ensemble forecasts result from statistical approaches based on copula theory applied to generate scenarios from the probability distributions produced by a statistical model. these scenarios have some similarity to the physically based ensembles. the uncertainty representation of both the physical and statistical ensembles are built to capture spatial and temporal variability such as ramps and detect, with probability characterization, possible outliers such as extreme events above wind turbine cut-out wind speeds. statistical scenarios, however, require an extreme event analysis to determine these outliers.
Using Forecast Uncertainty in Business Practices
In the International energy agency's wind task 36 (the "Wind energy forecasting" work package 3; www.ieaforecasting.dk), the first overview concerning the current use of wind power uncertainty forecasts shows that there are many different levels of knowledge about the application of uncertainty forecasts in the power industry today. In some countries, regulations lack transparency, and insecurity is spread among the market players and the investors; in other countries, the wind penetration is not yet high enough for uncertainty in production to become a bottleneck to efficient integration of renewables. It is, therefore, interesting to note that uncertainty forecasting has been established most fully where the penetration has exceeded a certain level (>30% of gross annual energy supply) and the cost of integrating res has increased rapidly, such that a change of operating practice was required for unit commitment and reserve allocation decisions-and for decision making in general.
although it has been found in university of Washington laboratory experiments that decisions based on uncertainty are generally better, there is still insecurity in the industry regarding how to make use of uncertainty forecasts. although risk assessment and reserve allocation are based on probabilities of exceeding a predefined limit, there are many organizations that have difficulties establishing the tools and mechanisms to deal with uncertainties and employ uncertainty forecasts for more efficient use of reserves.
one aspect that is gaining more attention recently is the use of uncertainty forecasts for situational awareness in operations. Due to the variable output nature of res, where small differences in wind speed can have a large impact on the power grid, operators in small island grids and those with high penetration levels request information about the probability that strong ramps could lead to congestion or a shortage of power on the grid. this is especially important for high-speed cut-out events or at the peak-load ramps in the morning and evening.
to summarize, uncertainty forecasts are today mostly used in industry for ✔ setting operating reserve requirements ✔ unit commitment and economic dispatch ✔ market bid optimization, e.g., minimizing imbalance costs ✔ virtual power plant operation ✔ predictive grid management and flexibility allocation ✔ maintenance scheduling ✔ long-term commitment and portfolio planning. as the previous discussion suggests, tsos are initiating integration of or already using uncertainty forecasts for certain decision-making problems. conversely, with the advent of smart-grid technology, Dsos are beginning to explore renewable energy forecasts in the following use cases:
✔ forecast grid operating conditions for the next several hours ✔ improve scheduling and technical assessment of transformer maintenance plans
✔ contract and activate flexibility from distributed energy resources to solve technical problems (e.g., congestion and voltage problems). for Dsos, the forecasting challenges are mainly related to scalability requirements associated with a high number of time series to forecast and the need to have a spatiotemporal representation of forecast uncertainty, because the technical problems are primarily local.
The Value of Forecasts
In the context of uncertainty forecasting, traditional metrics such as mean absolute or square errors provide only partial information about forecasting skill (or quality). uncertainty forecasts represented by probability distributions can be evaluated by matching empirical and nominal probabilities (called calibration or reliability), size of forecast intervals (called sharpness), and the ability to provide different conditional probability distributions, depending on the level of the prediction (called resolution). these properties are also used to evaluate the forecasting skill of nWP ensembles and statistical scenarios.
But new metrics with the ability to discriminate these properties are still needed to assess the modeling of the dependence structures. In power industry practice, however, the more complicated metrics are often too time-consuming for end users to establish. another problem is that such metrics often do not measure the value of the forecast for the end user. more useful, for instance, would be a cost function to determine how much reserve may be avoided by using probabilistic methods to identify reserve requirements with a longer time horizon. for other applications, such as high-speed cut-out events where the correct prediction of up-ramping or down-ramping and the probability of shutting down large parts of the wind-generating units is essential to avoid grid stability issues, the value of such predictions lies in avoiding costs and maintaining grid security.
another way to assign a cost value to forecasts is to apply full production cost modeling, both with and without fore casts. the difference provides users with an estimate of the actual monetary cost difference of having the forecast. It is, however, difficult to distinguish between the effectiveness of employing only deterministic forecasts versus also taking advantage of the probabilistic information from uncertainty forecasts.
even traditionally deterministic tasks, like bidding into the power markets, are no longer captured by standard statistical metrics that measure the success or failure of a forecast. Probabilistic forecasts enable traders to make decisions based on the expected forecast accuracy and the expected imbalance costs and thereby avoid costs that reduce their overall income. so, even though single values are what a trader has to bid in with, the decision regarding which value to choose is, today, often the result of a probabilistic forecast. the correctness of the bid is not only the difference between the bid and real production at that time but also the cost at that time. for example, in some markets, traders can earn on imbalances in their production if the imbalance reduces the system imbalance.
the challenge, therefore, is to develop problem-specific metrics that link forecast quality with value. In other words, we need to understand how calibration and sharpness of uncertainty forecasts effect markets and whether forecast quality improvements are cost-effective. In addition, integrating the decision maker's risk profile (e.g., risk averse, prone, or neutral) in the evaluation of forecast value is indispensable to avoid incorrect assessments.
so, if the value of a forecast no longer has one specific measure or metric that provides a sufficient means of evaluation, we may have to make a paradigm shift and consider value in terms of understanding which approach to apply for a specific problem and how to optimally make use of the Other Nonweather-Related Aspects to be Considered figure 7 . An example of a decision-support scheme for dynamic reserve allocation for a system operator with the target requirements that 1) allocation needs to be carried out at least one week ahead of time and 2) the cost for allocated reserve is the optimization parameter.
forecast type that best suits the purpose. the evaluation can then look at the costs impacted by a forecast. the forecast evaluation, in itself, is accomplished with a decision-support tool that holistically examines whether the forecast fulfills certain criteria and supports the business processes. figure 7 shows a possible decision-support matrix that could be applied by a system operator evaluating forecasts for reserve allocation.
Conclusions
complex dynamic systems such as the electrical power system require continuous scheduling of nearly all components. Without wind and solar forecasts, secure operation of a power system with high shares of res and economically driven markets would not be possible. res forecast models have been developed, improved, and specially adapted to end users' needs for more than 20 years. the forecast quality in terms of average errors has already leveled off. new ground must be broken to enable even larger shares of res. Probabilistic forecasting constitutes such a ground by fostering a paradigm shift in the way forecasts are used and evaluated, as well as finding new ways of handling uncertainties inherent in the generation of power from renewable sources. We are moving down a path from state-of-the-art deterministic approaches to the application of uncertainty forecasts in major parts of the power industry. new terminology and processes are being used to integrate uncertainty forecasts into forecasting systems and enhance tso and Dso operations under high-res conditions (which increasingly depend on knowledge of the uncertainty of a forecast for better decision making).
the value of forecasts can no longer be reduced to simple statistical measures. Instead, a more holistic view of forecasting skill and quality is required that looks at the best fit for the purpose and the level of support of crucial business processes. In this way, future challenges toward more flexible yet secure and economic power systems can be tackled and further developed. uncertainty forecasting can, therefore, be considered as a key element in developing the next-generation power system. It is here to stay.
